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Welcome
Seasonal greetings to you,
Ultramarine reader!

So, the traditional time of 
festivity and celebration is 
upon us again. No, I’m not 

talking about Christmas... I’m talking about 
the recent ‘Aqua’ trade event in Telford of 
course!

Yes, back in late October, the great and the 
good of the aquatic world exhibited their 
latest wares, and Kumar and I attended 
as promised to catch up with the latest 
developments. I have to say it was a pretty 
exhausting day and writing the report was 
more challenging than it was  back in 2015. 
Having attended the last 3 events, it seems 
like there was more diversity than ever 
this year and I’m sure this bodes well for 
the hobby. Have a read through the report 
anyway as I’m sure there will be something 
that interests even the most seasoned reefers 
this time around.

As far as the other articles go, in addition 
to the ‘usual suspects’, we welcome a new 
contributor this issue. Chris Sargeant brings 
us a fascinating piece on how marine 
organisms raise their young on the reef. You 
can read Chris’s bio, plus that of all of our 
other contributors, on the website by the 
way. I’ll be continuing my own series on the 
‘digital-reefer’ in coming issues. It’s coming 
along! As ever, keep an eye on the website 
and Facebook pages for periodic updates 
between issues... to tide you over.

From all the team, have a great Christmas and 
New Year!

John
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REEF-PRO AQUARIUMS

AQUARIUM
•  Crystal clear, braceless aquarium with full polished edges to give an 

unimpeded view of your own personal reef.
•  Balanced width to height ratio to enhance viewing, aquascaping and ease 

of coral placement.
•   Unique ‘Invisible weir box’ design in black glass which almost disappears 

into the back of the aquarium.
•  Multi-stage weir design provides a high turnover rate in the tank whilst 

minimising drain down levels in a power loss situation.
•   Special ‘Ultra-Flow’ weir comb allows 30-50% more water through, so that 

larger flow rates can be used.
•  Twin overflow pipes offer safe, silent operation.
•  Dry Box built into weir section to hide and pass through any pump and 

lighting cables.
•  Perfectly matched for use with the D-D Slimline lighting bracket and 

AquaIllumination lighting.
•  Available in 90, 120 and 150cm lengths.

CABINET
•  Sleek, extra tall cabinet that offers the perfect viewing height for the 

aquarium, supplied pre-assembled as standard. 
•  Modern, heavy duty cabinet construction with high quality finish to 

compliment the home environment.
•  Extra height internal space for installation and maintenance of equipment.
•  Removable quick release, bi-folding door improves access for maintenance.
•  Lacquer coated, fully adjustable, soft close hinges.
•  Adjustable feet to allow correct levelling of the aquarium on uneven floors.
•   Good ventilation incorporated into the chiller and sump areas. 
•   Separate chiller section with storage shelf included on larger models.

SUMP
•  Glass sump with twin filter socks for super fine prefiltration of the water.
•  Filter sock silencing to remove any annoying trickle.
•  Large skimmer / equipment section.
•  Refugium section for caulerpa bed or for growing coral frags.
•  Pump chamber.
•  Large top-up reservoir.
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